Rider 2018

Contact:
Mattias Gudasic (Guitar)
Victor Gustafsson (Singer)

+46 722 243 193
+46 737 394 007

mattias.gudasic@gmail.com
victorgustafsson.97@gmail.com

Band members:
Mattias Gudasic
Adrian Johnsson
Martin Johnsson
Victor Gustafsson

Guitar/vocals
Bass/vocals
Drums/vocals
Lead Vocals

Hospitality:
Some coffee and some sandwiches at arrival and some cooked fresh food after soundcheck for 5
people.

Loge:
The loge shall be situated close to the stage and the door/doors shall be lockable. The loge shall
be big enough to have room for the whole touring companionship. It should also be furnished with
tables, chairs, a couch and mirrors. WC in connection with the loge is desirable.
In the Loge:
- 10 bottles of still water
- 25 pieces of beer.
- 10 cans of Red bull
- 2 bottles of Jack Daniels

Hotel:
Hotell shall be booked for 5 people, unless otherwise is agreed upon. WC and shower in the
rooms, and breakfast shall be included.

Soundcheck:
The Artist shall have the option to perform a sound check during at least 20 minutes, undisturbed,
before opening. Without limitations regarding volume of sound or other restrictions. If this is not
possible, let us know in advance.

Other:
The band will bring a backdrop (3mx2m) with straps to put up behind the drums and amplifiers.
There should also be possible for the band to play a pre-recorded intro before hitting the stage, the
media file will be played with our own mp3-player. A regular headphone 3,5mm connection will be
required at the mixing desk/stage.

Input list The Striders:
1.Kick
2. Snare
3. Hi-hat
4. Rack tom 1
5. rack tom 2
6. Floor tom 3
7. floor 4
8. OH L
9. OH R
10. Bass
11. Electric guitar
12.Lead Vocals (Wireless Microphone, Straight stand)
13. Vocals
14. Vocals
15. Vocals

Monitors:
1 - Bass player
2 - Lead Vocals
3 - Guitar Player
4 - Drummer
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